NON-GSI STATEMENT – GOVERNMENT RIGHT TO INSPECT AT DESTINATION

THE GOVERNMENT RESERVES THE RIGHT TO INSPECT THE WORK INCLUDED IN THIS CONTRACT AT THE SELLER’S PLANT.

The NASA Quality Representative has elected to remove the Government Source Inspection (GSI) requirement at Seller’s facility and will perform GSI upon receipt at the shipping address identified elsewhere in this Contract. Seller shall immediately inform Buyer’s Supplier Quality Representative (SQR) and Buyer’s Authorized Procurement Representative of such government direction. Seller shall also furnish a copy of the Government Representative’s written direction (DCMA Letter of Instruction, Form 1232, etc.). Seller shall ensure that evidence of GSI is included with shipment of Goods.

Seller shall apply the following statement on Seller’s shipping documentation:

Per direction of the Houston DCMA office, upon receipt, contact the NASA Quality or GSI representative assigned to the receiving destination for performance of GSI at receipt.

Removal of GSI from the Contract when Seller has Material Review Board (MRB) authorization (whether authorized by Buyer or via AS9100 for Seller design), does not delete the requirement for a Government Representative at Seller’s facility, approval of nonconformance MRB dispositions of “Use-As-Is” or “Repair”. If the GSI representative at Seller’s facility does not have MRB authority, the MRB shall be submitted for review and approval to the Houston DCMA office. If submittal to the Houston DCMA office is required, contact Buyer’s Authorized Procurement Representative for direction.